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We’re a meta machine learning platform 

that helps ML teams and data scientists to build reliable machine learning 
models for real-world applications by streamlining the machine learning 
model lifecycle.  
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● Key opportunities to improve machine 
learning development through 
emerging software tools
 

● Algorithmic advancements: 
reproducibility,, automated 
hyperparameter optimization, and 
model visibility

● How to increase visibility and 
collaboration across the team

The deep learning revolution 



The Deep Learning Revolution 

In recent years, we’ve seen 
deep learning methods 
significantly outperform 
major benchmarks

 Today’s topics  The deep learning revolution   



The Deep Learning Revolution: ImageNet Today’s topics The deep learning revolution: ImageNet  



The Deep Learning Revolution: At Google  Today’s topics  The deep learning revolution: Google  



We live in the Machine Learning Pioneering Age 
but...
● Academic research has been improving consistently, but we’re still struggling with 

translating ML to business value
● The biggest obstacles are our processes and tools

Visibility, Reproducibility, and Collaboration 
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Data Code / Experiments Models



Machine learning teams are broken.

* Artificial intelligence the next digital frontier - McKinsey    ** KDNuggets DS survey    
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The ability to access, view, and react to machine learning processes and deliverables.

Ask yourself:

● Can the team manager observe what ML engineers are training?
● What model is running production? 
● What’s your models’ performance? 
● What metric was used to optimize a model?
● What data was used to train a model?
● What hyperparameters were used to train a model?
● What happens when a teammate quits?

What does visibility mean in ML?What does visibility mean in ML?
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1. Decoupled pieces: data, code, configuration, and 
results are generated at different steps 

2. Siloed functions: the Machine Learning workflow is 
spread across different teams (DBA, Research, 
Software Engineers, and DevOps)

3. Different tools: Multiple tools, libraries, and 
infrastructure providers 

4. Outdated and sparse documentation in a different 
place from the actual workflow artifacts 

Barriers to visibilityBarriers to visibility



Barriers to 
reproducibility 

Run-to-run variation 
comes from many 
factors: 
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1. Changes in incoming/connected data    

2. Inconsistent hyperparameters
  

3. Changes in ML frameworks

4. Noisy hidden layers in NN architectures 

5. Variant compute architectures for CPUs and GPUs 
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● Many machine learning teams are a group of lone wolves sitting 
in the same room

● Machine learning processes involve multiple units that need an 
easy way to communicate

CollaborationBarriers to reproducibility Collaboration 



We do for ML what Github 
did for code.

Control

Visibility

Collaboration

Code

Commits

Pull Requests

Data, Code, Models

Experiments

Experiment Discussion



In the near future, these machine learning tools and processes 
will become standardized.

Your adoption (or not) will impact your team’s productivity, your 
success with candidates, and ultimately, your company’s 
competitive advantage.
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● Key opportunities to improve machine learning development 
through emerging software tools
 

● Algorithmic advancements:
●
●  optimization, and model visibility

● How to increase visibility and collaboration across the team

Thank you. Questions?


